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ABOUT SEAF
SEAF is a global fund management group that 
provides growth capital and tailored business 
assistance to small and medium enterprises 
(SMEs) in developing countries that are 
underserved by traditional sources of capital.  

Headquartered in Washington, D.C., SEAF 
manages investment funds and facilities in 
emerging and frontier markets1  through a 
network of offices around the world.  In addition 
to providing equity, we offer mezzanine and 
other forms of long-term, structured risk capital, 
especially for investment in countries where both 
equity and debt options for finance are lacking.

SEAF Snapshot 
(inception - December 2010)

Investments: 338
Exits: 178
Funds: 28
Countries Invested In: 22
Capital Committed: $609m
Invested Capital: $378m
Average Investment: $1.11m

Starting in the transition economies of Central and Eastern Europe more than 20 years 
ago following the fall of the Berlin wall, we have since expanded into Latin America and 
Asia.  In recent years we introduced two global facilities that allow us the flexibility to direct 
capital where it is needed most.  We are also working to introduce a Permanent Capital 
Vehicle that will aggregate, accelerate and provide liquidity for SME investments, serving 
as a pioneering building block to scale up frontier market SME investment.  SEAF’s 
experience making more than 330 investments in small and growing businesses has 
allowed us to identify and invest in promising companies that deliver positive financial 
results to investors, as well as significant economic and social benefits to their employees 
and their communities.

OUR GLOBAL FOOTPRINT
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In addition to our investment 
activities, SEAF operates the Center 
for Entrepreneurship and Executive 
Development (CEED), which was 
established in part with returns from SEAF 
funds.2  CEED provides peer-to-peer 
learning that delivers practical knowledge 
to busy entrepreneurs, connects them to 
markets and links them to financing sources 
that are essential for building prosperous 
businesses.  Operating in markets where 
use of global best practices is limited, 
CEED provides a platform where business 
leaders can learn and share experiences 
to advance their companies.  More than 
10,000 entrepreneurs are members of the 
CEED network across Southeast Europe.

What Are SMEs? 

Definitions of what constitutes an 
SME vary greatly across industries, 
governments and financial institutions.  
The most commonly accepted 
definitions focus on the number of 
people a company employs or the 
company’s annual revenue (turnover).  
SEAF’s portfolio companies generally 
employ between 20 and 250 people 
and have annual revenues between 
$200,000 and $15 million at the time of 
investment; however, these ranges differ 
greatly within our various investment 
vehicles, industries and countries.3

1 SEAF notes the distinction between emerging and frontier markets, with frontier markets referring to developing 
markets with GDP per capita below $5,000.  While SEAF invests in both emerging and frontier markets, for the 
remainder of this report, we use the term frontier markets only, for simplicity.

2 See www.ceed-global.org.  We gratefully acknowledge our partnership with USAID and FMO in this venture.
3 For more information on a recent methodology for categorizing SMEs, which adjusts for the unique environments in 
which we invest, please refer to Defining SMEs: A Less Imperfect Way of Defining Small and Medium Enterprises in 
Developing Countries (Brooking, September 2008), written by SEAF co-founder Tom Gibson and SEAF Executive 
Chairman and co-founder H. J. van der Vaart.
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Outperforming the Local Economy:

SEAF SME Data2

33% annual revenue growth vs. 
18% average annual GDP growth

25% annual employment growth vs.
1% average annual national employment 

growth

1 SEAF SME statistics presented in this report are averages for a pool of active and exited SEAF SMEs for which data 
is available, ranging from 40 to 192 companies, depending on the given indicator.  Figures are based on data for 
2009 for active companies and year of exit for exited companies.  Growth analysis is based on time of investment to 
2009 or to year of exit, and all average annual growth rates presented are averages of the compound annual growth 
rate (CAGR) for each company.  The figure on dollars generated in the local economy per dollar invested is based 
on an average of SEAF’s 20 in-depth case studies conducted to date.   For more information, please see Appendix 
1, SEAF’s Development Impact Assessment Methodology.

2 Revenue growth and GDP growth quoted here are in local currency terms for comparability without exchange rate 
effect.  The average annual revenue growth rate in US dollar terms is 27%.  All other growth rates in the report are 
presented in USD terms.  

With the proper support and access to 
financing, SMEs in frontier markets can serve 
as key contributors to local GDP growth and 
employment generation.  As presented in the 
adjacent box and later in our report, SMEs 
in which SEAF has invested have grown 
significantly faster than the GDP of their local 
economies and have generated employment 
at a far faster rate than that of the overall 
economies in which they operate.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Small and medium enterprises (SMEs) have long been recognized as engines of 
growth, mainly for their ability to create jobs.  Yet, based on SEAF’s more than two 
decades of investment in SMEs in frontier markets and more than ten years of analysis 
on the impact growing SMEs have on their economies, we believe that their importance 
is not sufficiently understood.  This report describes the channels through which SMEs 
achieve impact and seeks to demonstrate that SMEs in frontier markets provide a 
rich source for accelerating economic growth and, in the context of the recent global 
financial crisis, economic recovery.1

Accelerating Local Economic Growth and Recovery

This outperformance of macroeconomic growth indicators has held true during times 
of economic expansion as well as during the recent financial crisis.  For example, in 
2009, the average SEAF SME experienced an 11% growth in revenues and a 9% 
growth in employment, whereas the average corresponding GDP growth and national 
employment growth in their respective countries were 6% and -1%, respectively.  This 
data supports the view that SMEs can play a meaningful role in softening negative 
economic impacts and driving economic recovery.  We believe this is due in part to their 
focus on local opportunities, their relative insulation from global value chains, and their 
generally greater ability to operate flexibly in uncertain markets.
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Improving the Lives of Employees 

Beyond creating jobs, SMEs provide 
stable and growing incomes, skills 
training, health insurance and other 
elements of a social safety net.  
SEAF has also found that SMEs hire 
predominately unskilled and semi-skilled 
workers, subsequently providing them 
with training, growing salaries and other 
benefits.  This is a particularly meaningful 
impact, as employment for the less skilled 
is an element of poverty alleviation and a 
key challenge in many frontier markets.  
To demonstrate this, our report reaches 
beyond the quantified employee impact 
data summarized in the box to the right, 
detailing specific examples of how 
companies have made a difference in the 
lives of employees.

Impact on Employees: 
SEAF SME Data

• 19% average annual increase in 
wages since time of investment 
(USD terms)

• Wages are on average 54% above 
national averages

• 69% of employees receive health 
and/or pension benefits

• 77% of jobs go to low skilled 
workers

• 81% of companies have provided 
training to employees since time of 
investment

SEAF portfolio company Harirod Construction Company provides stable job opportunities for low-
skilled workers and helps to rebuild Afghanistan’s infrastructure through the domestic production 
of concrete. Pictured: Employees at Harirod Construction Company. – Kabul, Afghanistan
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Bringing Benefits to Other Local Stakeholders

Every $1 invested 
generates, on 

average, an additional 
$13 in the local 

economy.

As SMEs grow, they 
generate broad 
economic and social 
impacts on a wide 
variety of other 
players, including their 
suppliers, customers, 
competitors, financiers, 
governments, and 
local communities.  
SMEs catalyze growth 
in the local economies 
in which they 
operate by providing 
market linkages and 
increasing business 
for local suppliers, 
improved or better 

SEAF SME Data on Stakeholder Impacts1

At Time of 
Investment

At Exit or 
in 2009

Annual 
Growth Rate

Revenues (USD) $2.5 million $6 million 27%

# of Employees 187 244 25%
# of Suppliers 85 125 34%
# of Customers 1,200 2,600 30%

Payments to Beneficiaries (USD):
Suppliers $4.5 million $8.1 million 22%
Employees $377,000 $894,000 43%
Government $267,000 $581,000 49%
Community $1,200 $5,200 28%

priced products for customers, examples of best practices and successful strategies for 
competitors, and tax and philanthropic contributions for communities.  Our survey data 
highlighted in the box above presents concrete evidence of some of these impacts, as 
do the numerous examples of specific stakeholders presented throughout our report 
who have benefited from the growth of SMEs in which SEAF has invested. 

Achieving Impact on Every Dollar: The Multiplier Effect

Our in-depth case studies have allowed us to quantify the 
impact of growing SMEs on their local economies into a single 
figure, estimating the total impact per dollar invested.  Based 
on our analysis, every dollar invested in an SME generates, 
on average, an additional $13 in the local economy, an 
increase from $12 from our last development impact report.

1 The average term of investment among all the indicators shown in the chart is 3.5 years, ranging from 3.2 to 4.4 
years for each indicator (pool of companies included in the calculations for each indicator is slightly different due 
to availability of data for the given indicator).  “Payments to Government” includes taxes minus any government 
subsidies, and “Payments to Employees” includes net wages, benefits, and training.

2 Please refer to Appendix 4, The Missing Middle and Financing for SMEs, for more information.
3 SEAF has been working with members of the impact investing industry to coordinate impact assessment and risk 
rating methodologies.  For more information, please refer to Appendix 6, SMEs and Impact Investment.

4 These figures are calculated based on SEAF’s active equity funds over the last 3 years (i.e., during the financial 
crisis).  The annualized end-to-end returns of 11.5% are calculated based on the increment in the net asset value of 
each SME on a yearly basis.
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The Need to Scale Up Financing for Frontier Market SMEs 

Our report provides encouraging data that SMEs, if supported and fostered with risk 
capital and business assistance, can make significant socioeconomic impacts on a 
variety of stakeholders in their local societies.  Despite this demonstrated potential, 
SMEs remain largely underrepresented and underinvested in frontier markets as 
compared to high-income countries.2  Expanding access to essential risk capital and 
tailored business assistance for these small businesses can address this gap and scale 
up the positive socioeconomic impact of SMEs in frontier markets.  

Doing so, however, requires the application of thorough, transparent, and clearly 
communicated metrics on the socioeconomic impacts of investments.  SEAF is working 
to refine the metrics it uses, and is active with others in developing standardized 
systems for tracking and rating development outcomes.3  Equally critical for achieving 
scale in frontier market SME investment, and in the impact investment industry more 
broadly, is financial performance.  Achieving solid financial returns is necessary not 
only to attract investors, but also to ensure the creation of sustainably growing SMEs.  
SEAF has demonstrated that this can be done, by having achieved annualized end-
to-end returns of 11.5% and positive net IRRs in the high single digits or greater for its 
investors.4   

We hope that our report will bring valuable insights to our readers about frontier market 
SMEs and their potential to propel local economies forward.  We welcome a dialogue as 
we move forward with our work and continue to track and report on the impact of SMEs.

SEAF portfolio company Sunshine Exports connects Peruvian smallholder farmers with 
international markets, expanding business and employment opportunities in rural northern 
Peru. Pictured: Employees at Sunshine Exports. – Piura, Peru
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SEAF is pleased to present the development impact of our global portfolio of 
frontier market SMEs, based on financial and development impact data from 
the time of investment through 2009.  Using our 360° stakeholder approach, we 
have compiled and analyzed development data from our portfolio-wide survey 
that covers 77 companies1 and our cumulative set of 20 in-depth case studies.  
The most compelling observation from this latest assessment is that our SMEs 
have consistently outperformed the local economies in which they operate in 
terms of revenue and employment growth.  This has held true in every year since 
we began measuring in 2001, including during the recent financial crisis.  As in 
our past reports, we also quantify impact in terms of total stakeholder impact per 
dollar invested, supported by additional portfolio-wide survey data and the many 
examples of specific stakeholders who have benefited from our investments.

For information on the methodology SEAF applies to assess development 
impact, our calculation methodologies, and our data survey pool, please refer to 
Appendix 1, SEAF’s Development Impact Assessment Methodology. 

THE IMPACT OF SEAF’S SMEs

1 Our development impact data survey covers 77 active and exited companies, with analysis based on 
a range of 40 to 77 companies, depending on data availability of data for a given indicator.  For SEAF 
SME revenue data, however, analysis is based on 192 companies, as SEAF has financial data on its 
greater portfolio.
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OUTPERFORMING MACROECONOMIC GROWTH

New to our impact reporting is the 
explicit comparison of the performance 
of SEAF’s SMEs in the context of the 
overall macroeconomic performance of 
the countries where our SMEs operate.  
Overall, our SMEs have consistently 
outperformed the local economies in 
which they operate, demonstrating that 
SEAF’s investments help to propel local 
communities forward.

Outperforming the Local Economy:
SEAF SME Data1

33% annual revenue growth vs. 
18% average annual GDP growth

25% annual employment growth vs.
1% average annual national employment 

growth

Over the life of the average SEAF investment, revenues have grown at a rate of 33% 
per year (local currency terms) and employment has grown at a rate of 25% per year.  
As shown in the box above, our portfolio companies’ revenue growth and employment 
growth far exceed average annual GDP growth and national employment growth.  

1 Revenue growth and GDP growth quoted here are in local currency terms for comparability without exchange rate 
effect (relative growth performance is significantly skewed as a result of exchange rate fluctuations); however, we 
note that the average annual revenue growth rate in US dollar terms is 27%.  All other growth rates in the report, as 
they are without comparison to macroeconomic indicators, are presented in US dollar terms.  For more information 
on our methodology for our macroeconomic benchmarking data, please refer to Appendix 1, SEAF’s Development 
Impact Assessment Methodology.

SEAF portfolio company Madai is Georgia’s first fishing company in modern history to utilize its Black Sea fishing 
license rather than lease it out to foreign companies, generating domestic employment and setting an example 
for other Georgian companies. Pictured: Madia’s fleet of fishing vessels – Poti, Georgia
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This has held true not only for the overall life of our investments, but also for each and 
every year since 2001, including through the recent financial crisis.  The table below 
demonstrates the positive spread between the average SEAF SME revenue growth rate 
and the average national GDP growth rate for each year since 2001.

SEAF SME Revenue Growth vs. GDP Growth (nominal, local currency terms)

2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009
Average SEAF SME 
Revenue Growth 24% 38% 12% 24% 17% 20% 20% 16% 11%

Average GDP Growth* 8% 9% 9% 12% 13% 15% 17% 15% 6%
Spread 16% 29% 3% 12% 4% 5% 3% 1% 5%

*For countries in which SEAF invests, weighted by number of companies in each country.  Source: The World 
Bank: World Development Indicators.

Likewise, the following table presents average SEAF employment growth versus 
average national employment growth for the countries in which we operate.   On 
average, SEAF SME employment growth far exceeds national employment growth 
levels in every year since tracked, beginning in 2001.  Even in times of growing 
unemployment, SEAF’s SMEs have, on average, increased the number of jobs they 
provide. 

SEAF SME Employment Growth vs. National Employment Growth

2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009
Average SEAF SME 
Employment Growth 55% 41% 25% 23% 24% 20% 18% 12% 9%

Average National 
Employment Growth*

-2% -4% 0% 0% 1% 3% 2% 2% -1%

* For countries in which SEAF invests, weighted by number of companies in each country.  Source: 
International Labor Organization (ILO) for calculating 2001-2008 growth rates; International Monetary Fund 
(IMF) for estimating 2009 growth rate.
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Cumulative growth is reflected in the graphs below, demonstrating just how far our 
SMEs are able to move economies forward over the life of our investments.  By 
fostering companies that are more competitive and profitable by the end of our 
investment term, we believe that impact continues to be meaningful and sustainable 
long after we exit our investments.

SEAF SME Performance 

during the Recent Financial Crisis

2008 2009
Revenue Growth 16% 11%
GDP Growth (local currency) 15% 6%

Employment Growth 12% 9%
National Employment Growth 2% -1%

SEAF SME Performance during the Financial Crisis 

SEAF-financed SMEs have 
maintained strong revenue 
and employment growth 
during the financial crisis 
that began in late 2008.  
While growth rates in 2008 
and 2009 were not as 
high as in previous years, 
rates were still positive, 
and still outperformed 
macroeconomic growth, as 
presented in the table to 
the right.
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SME HIGHLIGHT: OUTPERFORMING MACROECONOMIC GROWTH 
Achieving Rapid Growth with Effective Expansion Strategies

Company: Gomex
Country: Serbia
Business: Neighborhood Supermarket Chain
Year of Initial Investment: 2007
Amount Invested1: $2.15 million ($1.7 million in equity in 2007 plus 

provision of debt line in 2008)
Type of Investment: Equity & Mezzanine

Within just two years after SEAF’s initial investment in Gomex, a neighborhood grocery 
store chain in northeast Serbia, Gomex has grown from 16 stores in 2007 to 45 in 2009.  
In partnership with SEAF, Gomex’s management has implemented extensive staff 
and management training, covering operational standards, merchandising, customer 
service and store layout.  As part of strategic planning, SEAF facilitated training with 
management from Spar, a world leading grocery chain, and brought in experienced 
international supermarket experts to Gomex.  Gomex is now the largest grocery store 
chain in Banat county in the northeast region of Serbia.  In addition to the significant 
revenue and direct employment growth noted on the next page, Gomex has significantly 
increased the number of local suppliers with which it works, from 344 at the time of 
initial investment to 427 in 2009, including 15 local farms from which it makes direct 
purchases.  Gomex’s high dependence on local suppliers has not only helped to keep 
the company in good standing while the Serbian dinar has depreciated, but has also 
generated positive environmental and nutritional spillovers and a meaningful indirect 
impact on employment and economic growth.

1 For this company and all other company highlights, investments amounts are as of end of 2009, to be consistent 
with financial data and development impact data presented.
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Revenue Growth

• Revenues in year of investment 
(2007): $21.1 million

• Revenues in 2010: $38.6 million 
• Average annual revenue growth 

since investment to 20091: 22.5% in 
USD terms (32% in local currency 
terms)

• Average annual GDP growth in 
Serbia over same period: 4.5% in 
USD terms (12.3% in local currency 
terms) 

Employment Growth

• Number of employees in year of 
investment (2007): 302

• Number of employees in 2009: 521
• Average annual growth since 

investment: 31% 
• Average annual national 

employment growth in Serbia over 
the same period: 2%

1 Annual revenue growth is based on 2009 data because Serbia’s macroeconomic data is not available for 2010.
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Impact on Local Stakeholders: 
EMPLOYEES 
SEAF’s data presented in the 
previous section demonstrates that 
frontier market SMEs, provided with 
growth capital and business support, 
achieve significant job creation, 
far outperforming overall national 
employment growth rates.  However, 
our data also shows that their impact 
on employees does not end there.  
Along with creating jobs, our analysis 
shows that SMEs provide competitive, 
growing wages, far exceeding national 
average wages in the countries where 
we work, as well as significant levels 
of employee training and increasing 
employer-provided benefits such as 
health care and pension plans.  

In addition, our results confirm, 
as concluded in our past reports, 
that SMEs tend to employ a large 
percentage of low-skilled workers 
and then train these employees, 
thereby helping them acquire valuable 
skills that will often be their passport 
out of poverty and into the middle 
class.  SMEs hire low-skilled workers 
and train them, we believe, largely 
because smaller, lesser known firms 
have difficulty attracting the most 
skilled employees.  he training that 
employees receive along with the 
expansion activities achieved with 
investment together contribute to 
company productivity and profitability, 
which in turn results in, we believe, 
the significant increases in wages 
that we have observed among SEAF 
SMEs.   

SEAF portfolio company Ehsan Osman 
contributes to Afghanistan’s economy by 
selling high quality Afghan red raisins to 
Russia and India. – Kabul, Afghanistan
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As employees move from uncertain, low-skilled work to more valued and skilled work 
with higher salaries and stronger job security, these employees begin to invest in their 
futures and those of their families, whether it be building or renovating a home (with 
mortgages often possible as a result of their steady employment), paying for their 
children’s education, investing in preventative healthcare or making other improvements 
to their quality of life.

2009 SEAF SME Survey Results

The table below presents employment-related data for the average surveyed SEAF 
SME, including number of employees, payments going to employees as wages, and 
average wage data.  The chart presents a profile of the average surveyed company 
at the time of investment versus today (data from 2009 or year of exit), as well as the 
average annual growth rate for each indicator, demonstrating the impact that SME 
investment can achieve over time.  As can be seen from the chart, the number of 
employees has grown at 25% per year, the total payments to or on behalf of employees 
has grown at 43% per year, and the average wage per employee has grown at an 
average 19% per year.

Impact on Employees: The Average Surveyed SEAF SME

Average 
in Year of 

Investment

Average in 
Year of Exit 

or 2009

Average 
Term of 

Investment

Annual 
Growth 
Rate

Number of Employees* 187 244 3.4 25%

Payments to or for Employees
Wage Bill† (net of taxes) $313,000 $723,000 3.4 50%
Benefits (health, pension, other) $61,000 $151,000 3.4 35%
Training‡ $3,000 $20,000 3.4 26%
Total $377,000 $894,000 3.4 43%

Average Wage per Employee† 
(gross)

$4,000 $6,000 3.5 19%

* Includes seasonal and part-time employees and contractors.
†  Both net and gross wage calculations include bonuses.
‡  Does not include internal, on-the-job training.
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In addition to the employment and wage growth impact data presented in the previous 
table, we have compiled a number of other meaningful statistics from our survey related 
to wages, employee benefits, job training and impacts on low-skilled workers:

Wages

• The average per employee wage was, on average for the surveyed 
companies in year 2009 or year of exit, 54% higher than the respective 
average national wage.

Employee Benefits

• 69% of employees were provided with health and/or pension benefits in 2009 
or year of exit (an increase from 63% at time of investment).1 

• 42% of companies provided other types of benefits in 2009 or year of exit, 
such as life insurance, unemployment insurance, meals, transportation, and 
mobile phones, and support for families such as medical emergencies or 
funeral costs.

Job Training

• 81% of companies have provided formal internal or external training to their 
employees since the time SEAF invested through 2009 or through year of 
exit.

• On average, external training expenditures by the companies (i.e., formal 
training involving outside costs or trainers) in 2009 or year of exit were $200 
per employee.  This sum does not include valuable internal on-the-job training 
provided, which is more difficult to quantify in dollar terms, but arguably just 
as important to an employee’s economic performance as formal education.2

Impacts on Low-Skilled Workers

• 77% of the jobs maintained and created from the time of SEAF’s investments 
to 2009 or year of exit went to unskilled and semi-skilled workers, creating 
opportunities for those most in need.

• Since the time of SEAF’s investments to 2009 or year of exit, wages for 
unskilled and semi-skilled employees have experienced average annual 
increases of 19% and 12% respectively, in US dollar terms.

1 Some countries do not require companies to pay health and pension benefits for their employees, and some 
employees work as contractors, accounting for why 100% of employees do not receive health and pension benefits 
(though in a number of cases SEAF SMEs provide health or pension benefits even when not required).

2 See William C. Lewis, The Power of Productivity (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2004), 140.
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Through SEAF’s partnership, Sunshine Exports has transitioned into a multi-product, year-round processing 
company, nearly doubling its workforce to 3,000 employees. In addition to employment opportunities, Sunshine 
supports the education, health and development of its local community through various outreach programs and 
events for farmers and their families. – Piura, Peru
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Company: Agroaromas
Country: Colombia
Business: Fresh and Organic Herbs Production
Year of Initial Investment: 2009
Amount Invested1: $1.2 Million1

Type of Investment: Equity

Agroaromas produces and packages specialty and exotic herbs in Colombia for 
distribution primarily in the United States.  Agroaromas’ production facilities include 
several farms and state-of-the-art greenhouses where workers hand cut and package 
all herbs.  

The communities around the company’s facilities are rural, with low per capita income 
and a population with very limited educational background.  Inadequate reproductive 
health education among these communities has contributed to a very high teenage 
pregnancy rate, reflected in a large population of single mothers in the community.  
Of the company’s 63 employees, 100% of the greenhouse workers and 92% of the 
company’s overall workforce are women.  Most of these women are single mothers who 
were hired due to their demonstrated work ethic, coupled with the local entrepreneur’s 
desire to make a positive contribution to the surrounding community by offering life-
changing opportunities to these women.  

All of the company’s female workers are from the town of Anapoima.  Prior to their 
work at Agroaromas, most of these women held informal and unstable jobs or no jobs 
at all.  In comparison, at Agroaromas, the women are provided valuable entry-level 
training, paid better than the average wage at comparable companies, and given 
health insurance and pensions.  Additional benefits they receive include transportation 
assistance to and from work and three months of paid maternity leave.  Of the 
company’s three senior managers, two are women, and the day-to-day operations of 
the company are run by a skilled and successful woman whom many of the greenhouse 
workers consider a mentor and a strong example of success for women in their 
community.

SME HIGHLIGHT: EMPLOYEES 
Employment and Training for Single Mothers in Colombia

1 In addition to the quoted amount invested through end of 2009, the company received an additional $165,000 
investment from SEAF in 2010 in the form of term credit.
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Key Employee Impact Metrics

• Employs 63 people, with 
significant job creation 
expected in wake of SEAF’s 
investment in December 2009.

• Most of Agroaromas’ 
employees are hired as 
unskilled workers and are 
trained for their positions.

• Provides health and pension 
plans to all of its salaried 
employees, including 3 months’ 
maternity leave.

• Assists employees with 
transportation to and from 
work and provides recreation 
facilities and a healthy, 
supportive work environment.  

Employee Highlight

Carla1 is in her mid thirties and has worked at Agroaromas for four years.  
Before working for Agroaromas she performed several informal and short-term 
jobs in her hometown of ‘Mesitas Del Colegio’, a small rural community near 
Anapoima.  When she joined Agroaromas, she began at the lowest position in 
the greenhouses as an Assistant Herb Cutter, aiding the senior greenhouse 
employees in their work.  Her dedication and discipline quickly earned her a 
promotion to a more senior position in the greenhouse and soon thereafter, after 
receiving training, to a more skilled and leadership position in the fertilizing unit.  
Today, she supervises 20 employees in the packaging division and oversees the 
preparation of 14,000 kilograms of herbs per month across four greenhouses.  
In addition, Carla is in charge of issuing formal production, quality and good-
practice reports.

Since starting at Agroaromas, Carla’s monthly salary has increased nearly 
300 percent.  She is a single working mother of two children and supports her 
household as well as her parents and sister.  When asked about her position 
at the company, Carla commented that her job has increased her quality of life 
significantly and has helped put her children through school.  

1 Name has been changed for confidentiality purposes.

Revenue Growth Performance

• Revenue in year of investment (2009): 
$3 million 

• Revenue in 2010: $3.7 million
• Revenue growth in 2010 (first year): 20% 
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Impact on Local Stakeholders: SUPPLIERS 
Investing in SMEs generates new and increased business for suppliers in the local 
economy.  While many multinational corporations operating in frontier markets prefer 
to rely on imports from suppliers in their established global networks, local SMEs tend 
to build their businesses through partnerships with local suppliers.  This is due to a 
combination of factors including the relatively smaller scale of SMEs’ operations and 
their lack of access to or know-how for sourcing from abroad.  Accordingly, the vast 
majority of goods or services purchased from third parties by SEAF’s SMEs go to local 
suppliers rather than imports.  As such, the growth of our portfolio companies tends to 
increase demand for domestically produced goods and services and, in turn, directly 
raises sales, profits and employment levels at these local supplier businesses.  More 
particularly, SEAF has found that many of our SMEs serve as “market aggregators” 
for farmers, microenterprises, and other small suppliers, connecting them to larger 
domestic and international markets.  There are also numerous examples of our SMEs 
assisting their suppliers with quality control, management, technology acquisition, and 
access to credit.  This multiplier effect of growing the businesses in the communities 
around them is one of the most meaningful and strongest impacts of growing SMEs in 
any economy.  

2009 SEAF SME SURVEY RESULTS

The table below presents the number of suppliers and the total annual payments to 
suppliers that the average surveyed SEAF SME had at the time of investment versus 
today (data from 2009 or year of exit).  We also present the average annual growth rate 
since time of investment to demonstrate the impact that frontier market SME investment 
can achieve.  Finally, we present the payments of suppliers as a percent of the SME’s 
revenues, to demonstrate how much of the cash generated by an SME is passed on to 
local suppliers.

Impact on Suppliers: The Average Surveyed SEAF SME

Average 
in Year of 

Investment

Average in 
Year of Exit 

or 2009

Average 
Term of 

Investment

Annual 
Growth 
Rate

Number of Suppliers 85 125 3.2 34%

Payments to Suppliers $4.5 million $8.1 million 3.3 22%
Payments to Suppliers as a 
% of the SME’s revenue 83% 81% 3.3 —

Also noteworthy is that 33% of SEAF SMEs provided trade credit or financing to local 
suppliers at some point between time of investment and 2009 or year of exit.  What we 
are not able to quantify is that many of our SMEs provide their suppliers with guidance 
on quality standards, inventory management, and other aspects important for sourcing 
of goods and services.   
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SME HIGHLIGHT: SUPPLIERS 
Connecting China’s Smallholder Farmers to International Markets

Company: Hui Ji
Country: China
Business: Manufacturer and Distributor of Branded Snack Foods
Year of Initial Investment: 2005
Amount Invested1: $1.6 Million
Type of Investment: Equity

Since SEAF’s investment, Hui Ji Snack Foods has grown into one of China’s leading 
snack food manufacturers and best-known brand name snack food companies in 
China’s Sichuan Province.  Among its many snack food products, Hui Ji produces 
roasted sunflower seeds and nuts, rice crackers and cookies, dried tofu, and sweet 
potato crisps.  Central to the company’s recent growth and success has been its 
commitment to using high-quality raw ingredients, an improvement SEAF helped the 
company achieve after we invested in 2005.  As the company has expanded in recent 
years, its growth has had a direct positive impact on Hui Ji’s local supplier farmers.  
In addition to increasing profitability and employment on the farms, Hui Ji’s status as 
a household name in Sichuan provides suppliers and farmers with access to, and 
exposure in, the domestic market that would otherwise be challenging to achieve for a 
small-scale producer.  In the case of one of Hui Ji’s suppliers, the producer’s partnership 
with Hui Ji helped it to build its reputation, and the vegetable bar producer now sells its 
own brand-name products in the domestic market in addition to its production for Hui Ji.
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Hui Ji sources its produce from poor agricultural communities near its supplier 
processing facilities.  To increase production on the farms, Hui Ji has sponsored its 
associated farmers in their efforts to acquire more farmlands from the government 
and has helped to procure seeds at the start of the growing season, when farmers’ 
working capital is often constrained.  Since SEAF’s investment in 2005, the number of 
acres cultivated by Hui Ji’s farmers has doubled from 1,650 acres to 3,300, a result of 
an increase in the number of farmers with which Hui Ji works and an increase in the 
amount of land cultivated by many of the individual farmers.  To improve productivity 
and product quality, Hui Ji provides producers with training in proper cultivation 
and harvesting methods and provides product transportation between the farming 
communities and the supplier processing facilities that reduces waste, and dramatically 
increases the farmers’ profitability.  In addition, Hui Ji signs contracts with farmers, 
thereby providing the producers with a guaranteed market for their products at attractive 
(and fully paid) prices.  Finally, to further increase transport efficiency, Hui Ji has 
repaired a badly damaged road to its main farmer community, greatly improving access 
to urban areas and markets outside of this area for producers and their employees and 
families.  

Key Supplier Impact Metrics

• Hui Ji sources 100% of its inputs 
from local suppliers.

• In 2009 Hui Ji paid a total of $33 
million to local suppliers, in the 
form of operating expenditures 
and new capital expenditures.

• These suppliers include larger 
processing facilities and farms, 
as well as 688 smallholder 
farmers, up from 203 farmers the 
year before investment.

Revenue Growth Performance*

• Revenue in year of investment 
(2005): $10.6 million

• Revenue in 2009: $36 million 
• Average annual revenue growth 

rate since investment: 36% 

*Recent Merger of Hui Ji and another 
SEAF portfolio company:

In late 2009, another SEAF portfolio 
company, Hua Long (Chinese snack 
food wholesaler that had received a $1.6 
million investment from SEAF in 2005), 
was merged into Hui Ji.  The merger, 
which SEAF helped to facilitate, has had 
a positive impact on both companies, 
allowing them to operate more effectively 
and to secure a stronger market position.  
The company’s improved performance 
as a result of the merger is boosting 
sales, indicating a positive impact on the 
company’s local supplier farmers.

Though the merger occurred in late 2009, 
all data presented here (both financial 
and development impact data) is for the 
unmerged Hui Ji company, including 
2009 data.
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considerably lower price.  

Historically, the income level of the predominately agricultural community in 
Pujiang has been lower than the national average due to a lack of modern 
farming equipment, techniques and product transportation methods.  Since Hui 
Ji began sourcing from the area in 2003, a growing number of companies have 
opened operations in Pujiang across a range of production types, including 
kiwis, tealeaves and pumpkins.  From 2005 to 2010, the average annual income 
in Pujiang more than tripled from approximately $500 to approximately $2,200, 
and is now the highest among the 12 surrounding counties.  As a result of the 
greater productivity and higher incomes, many Pujiang residents have been able 
to return to their communities for work, reconnecting families that were previously 
separated due to a lack of local job opportunities.  

During his interview with a SEAF representative, Jianguo spoke particularly 
about the increased comfort and standard of living he is now able to provide his 
family as a direct result of his contract with Hui Ji.  Prior to working with Hui Ji, 
Jianguo’s income was notably lower than those in neighboring counties,2 and 
his family, including his two young sons, had to share a small, old house that he 
had inherited from his parents.  Through his partnership with Hui Ji, Jianguo has 
been able to expand his farmlands and improve his productivity (in part through 
training provided by Hui Ji), and now Jianguo receives better prices from Hui 
Ji on his produce.  This success has allowed Jianguo to move his family into 
a newly constructed home and to purchase brand new furniture and modern 
appliances, including previously unimaginable luxuries like a large screen 
television, a computer and air conditioning.

1 Name has been changed for confidentiality purposes.
2 Jianguo declined to provide his exact income before and after his partnership with Hui Ji – a privacy 
preference that is cultural and common in the region.

SUPPLIER HIGHLIGHT 

Jianguo1 cultivates sweet 
potatoes in Pujiang County 
and sells them to Hui Ji.  
Like many of the farmers 
in Pujiang, prior to Hui Ji’s 
sourcing from the region, 
Jianguo was much poorer, 
working his farmlands 
without a guaranteed buyer 
and selling his produce in 
the local markets for an 
unpredictable and generally 

Taro farmer with Hui Ji manager – Pujiang, China
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Impact on Local Stakeholders: CUSTOMERS 
Closely tied to their local economies, SMEs often base their businesses on the 
identification of unmet consumer demand in their local markets.  SMEs strive and 
often succeed to bring new, higher quality, or more competitively priced products and 
services to their communities.  While a number of companies in SEAF’s portfolio focus 
on exports, the majority of investees concentrate on developing products for their local 
markets.  This focus on domestic consumption can elevate the quality of life for local 
end users or, in many cases, benefit other businesses that source from our SMEs.  

2009 SEAF SME SURVEY RESULTS

The chart below presents the average number of customers the surveyed SEAF SMEs 
possessed in the year of investment along with the number of customers today (2009 
data or year of exit).  While it is not possible to capture all the benefits brought to 
customers such as new or improved products, cost savings or improved productivity (in 
the case of business customers), these statistics suggest the scope of customer impact 
that growing SMEs can have.

Impact on Customers: The Average Surveyed SEAF SME

Average 
in Year of 

Investment

Average in 
Year of Exit 

or 2009

Average 
Term of 

Investment

Annual 
Growth 
Rate

Number of End User Customers* 1,800 4,200 2.6 26%

Number of Business Customers* 260 440 3.5 31%
*Average among companies with such customers. In the case of business customers, these include retail 
stores, distributors, manufacturers and other business entities. While some companies focus on one customer 
type, many companies provide goods and services to both end-users and business customers. 

Victoria Healthcare operates local private medical clinics that meet international 
standards and provide demand-driven services that fill the gaps of and lessen the 
load on the public healthcare system. With SEAF’s help, Victoria Healthcare is able 
to treat more patients through new facilities. – Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam 
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SME HIGHLIGHT: CUSTOMERS 
Modernizing Vietnam’s Agribusiness Industry

HBC imports and in some cases 
assembles mechanized equipment such 
as generators and hand-held, motorized 
agricultural products.2  In addition, it 
owns and operates several dealerships 
that sell Japanese-made Kubota rice 
harvesters to Vietnamese farmers, 
which are more affordable than other 
top-of-the-line models and yet more 
reliable than the lesser known models 
available on the market.  Moreover, in 
contrast to other harvester retailers in 
Vietnam, HBC provides extensive post-

Company: Hoa Binh Corporation
Country: Vietnam
Business: Agricultural and Power Machinery Assembly and 

Distribution
Year of Initial Investment: 2009
Amount Invested1: $1.7 Million
Type of Investment: Mezzanine

Although 60% of the Vietnamese population works in agriculture, the industry accounts 
for only an estimated 20% of the country’s economic output.  This mismatch of effort 
and output is due in large part to the fact that only 20% of domestic agriculture is 
mechanized.1 In the case of rice, the country’s primary agricultural product, a sizeable 
portion of the crop is lost during the initial harvesting process due to the inefficiency 
of manual harvesting.  This loss has a direct impact on the 10 to 15 million families 
that cultivate the 75 million small rice fields in the country.  In a country with a growing 
population and an even more rapidly growing demand for food, improving the rice yield 
is vitally important to sustaining food security for low-income families.  However, without 
the ability to afford or otherwise access machinery for harvesting rice, subsistence 
farmers are not able to improve productivity or their income levels.  

1 “Rural Development & Agriculture in Vietnam,”  
http://web.worldbank.org/; “Vietnam’s Agriculture 
Faces Major Losses Due to Lack of Post Harvest 
Mechanization,” Ministry of Foreign Affairs of 
Denmark, Hanoi, http://www.ambhanoi.um.dk/en/.  

2 While these products also bring benefits to customers 
who purchase them, we focus on the impact of the 
harvesters for this presentation.

Employees at HBC subsidiary 
KBI – Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam
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purchase customer and product services and operates service centers in convenient 
locations near its customers’ agricultural communities.  Based on estimates by HBC 
customers, HBC’s rice harvesters enable farmers to cut costs by approximately 
30% and reduce harvest losses by approximately 50% as a result of faster, more 
efficient harvesting.  Farmers who own harvesters often provide harvesting services 
to neighbors, increasing the overall productivity of the community’s rice paddies while 
promoting entrepreneurship and creating new sources of income for these pioneering 
farmers and their families.  This increased efficiency further allows leasing farmers to 
allocate resources and labor to other productive activities.  The greater productivity and 
manual labor savings makes it economically feasible for a family to put their children 
through school and for women to dedicate their time to other activities, even during the 
harvesting season when previously the extended family would have been required to 
help in the fields on a subsistence level farm.1  

Key Customer Impact Metrics

• In 2009, HBC had 1,000 direct customers, 40 retail stores as buyers, and 108 
other corporate customers.

• While 60% of the Vietnamese population works in agriculture, only 20% of 
agriculture in Vietnam is mechanized.

• HBC’s rice harvesters enable farmers to cut costs by approximately 30% and 
reduce harvest losses by approximately 50%.

• HBC also assembles and customizes other agricultural equipment (motorized 
tillers, seed injection equipment, etc.) that improve farmer productivity.

• Increased efficiency allows farmers to reallocate labor to other activities, 
diversifying their income-generating activities and making it economically feasible 
for them to send their children to school, improve their housing and access health 
services.  

Revenue Growth Performance

• Revenue in year of investment (2009): $17 million
• Revenue in 2010: $35.5 million
• Revenue growth in 2010: 110% 

1 See Balakrishnan, Revathi, Rural Women and Food Security in Asia and the Pacific: Prospects and Paradoxes, 
(Bangkok: FAO Regional Office for Asia and the Pacific, 2005), 93.

HBC customers drive a harvester through 
the rice paddies – Mekong Delta, Vietnam
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purchase in the area as he had heard about their poor reputation and of other’s 
difficulties getting repairs and service.

Dai then heard about the new HBC dealership offering Kubota rice harvesters 
and other mechanized farm equipment with superior post-purchase customer 
and product services.  He purchased one with his savings, and the results were 
extremely positive: lower rice losses, significant labor cost savings, and income 
from rental services.  

Dai pays significantly higher salaries to his workers who work with the harvester 
than previous seasonal labor.  His employees now have the ability to play larger 
economic roles in the local community.  With his own increased income, Dai 
plans to renovate his home, send his children to university, and start another 
small business in his community, all of which will inject new wealth and economic 
diversification into the community.  

When we interviewed Dai, he was in the process of purchasing a second 
harvester from HBC, this time using a bank loan in addition to his own savings.  
His decision was based on the strong demand he had encountered from other 
farmers wanting to rent his harvester, given the proven benefits to those farmers 
having utilized the equipment.  

1 Name has been changed for confidentiality purposes.

CUSTOMER HIGHLIGHT

Dai1 works on his own 10 
hectares of land, growing rice 
and raising ducks.  Several 
years ago, as Dai began saving 
money from his business, he 
recognized that there was a 
business opportunity in buying 
a rice harvester that he could 
use for his rice paddies and 
also rent out to other farmers.  
Manual rice harvesting takes 
time, which can often result in 
lost harvests since the season 
cannot wait when enough 
manual labor is not available.  
At the time, Dai was concerned 
about the quality and reliability  
of the harvesters available for 

HBC customers’ children playing on a tractor formerly used 
to haul manually-harvested rice – Mekong Delta, Vietnam
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Impact on Local Stakeholders: COMPLEMENTARY BUSINESSES 
In many cases, growing SMEs have a positive impact on local producers of 
complementary goods and services.  Bringing a product to market, whether new or 
improved or with more attractive pricing, can lead to demand for related products.  
Though typically not easily quantifiable and therefore not included in our data survey, 
SEAF has gathered a number of examples of this impact captured through our on-the-
ground research and company interviews.

SME HIGHLIGHT: COMPLEMENTARY BUSINESSES 
Driving Business Growth in Georgia’s Tourist Industry

Company: Rcheuli
Country: Georgia
Business: Hotel Chain
Year of Initial Investment: 2008
Amount Invested1: $1.8 Million
Type of Investment: Equity & Mezzanine

Rcheuli owns and operates a chain of small hotels throughout Georgia and was in 
fact the first chain brand to establish itself outside of the capital.  Prior to Rcheuli’s 
establishment, the accommodations in almost all of Georgia’s key touristic and 
commercial centers outside of the capital city of Tbilisi included only small hotels or 
guest houses with low standards in appearance, comfort and service.  Aided by the 
investment and business assistance provided by SEAF’s investment fund in Georgia, 
Rcheuli’s rapid construction of four hotels outside of Tbilisi has had a significant and 
visible effect on tour operators’ ability to market travel to these tour destinations.  In 
addition to increasing demand for tour operators, other providers of complementary 
goods, such as restaurants, food suppliers and distributors, shops, transport services 
and taxi drivers, all benefit from increased demand.   

To increase international exposure and build occupancy, Rcheuli has also been able to 
use its positioning as a hotel chain to invest significantly in marketing—something single 
hotels cannot typically afford.  Through targeted marketing campaigns, annual tourist 
exhibitions and various partnerships with domestic and international tour agencies, 
Rcheuli has increased occupancy at its hotels and contributed to the overall growth in 
Georgia’s tourism industry – simultaneously driving the growth of related businesses.

1 Rcheuli’s hotel in Telavi (the center of wine tourism in Georgia) and Kutaisi (Georgia’s second largest city) were 
the first hotels of reasonable quality in those cities, and in Batumi (leading Black Sea touristic destination) though 
there was one 5-star hotel, Rcheuli’s hotel was the first to offer attractive, comfortable accommodations for a more 
affordable price
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Key Complementary Businesses Impact Metrics:

• The number of Rcheuli’s hotel guests increased from 855 to 5,000 between 
2007 and 2009.  These guests drive demand for a variety of products and 
services in the communities they can now visit.

• Rcheuli expanded from 25 employees in 2007 to 72 employees in 2009 (a 
result of improved occupancy and the development of new hotels).

• Since 2007, the company has spent over $20,000 on internal and external 
training for its employees on international hotel management standards.  This 
training improves the company’s ability to attract foreign tourists and boosts 
Georgia’s tourism industry as a whole.

Revenue Growth Performance:

• Revenue in year of investment (2008): $551,000
• Revenue in 2010: $646,000
• Average annual revenue growth rate since investment: 8%

Complementary Business: A Tour Operator’s Testimony

“Thanks to Rcheuli’s establishment of an attractive, comfortable hotel in Kutaisi, 
we are having significantly more success with our tours there – a key destination 
for rafting and cultural tourism.  Until the Rcheuli hotel in Kutaisi opened in 
September, there were no comfortable accommodations for our customers.  
Now with the Rcheuli hotel, our customers are happier and more satisfied.  A 
large portion of our groups come from Israel, and because of their improved 
satisfaction, we believe we will begin to see an increase in the number of tourists 
visiting from that country and others.”   Mamuka Borduli, Partner and Managing 
Director of Adventure Club Jomardi.

Rcheuli Marani, Rcheuli’s first hotel – Telavi, Georgia
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Company: BangBangWa
Country: China
Business: Dried Beef Processor
Year of Initial Investment: 2003
Amount Invested1: $1.9 Million
Type of Investment: Equity

Sichuan is the main beef and yak-producing region of China.  Dried beef snacks 
have long been popular throughout the country.  While such snacks were historically 
produced in small-scale home operations and sold at open food markets wrapped 
in newspapers, BangBangWa is a pioneer in the industry, modernizing the sourcing, 
production, packaging, and marketing of traditional beef snack products, selling 
primarily in Sichuan but elsewhere in China as well.  

BangBangWa’s innovations began with modern packaging to position the product as 
an upscale (yet familiar) snack that can be given as a gift and enjoyed during leisure 
activities.  The target market segments were shifted to younger adults and children, 
and new advertising messages helped to secure this positioning.  Disseminating 
the message with newer media helped to update perceptions of the product among 
the target market segments, and the mass marketing of the product was supported 
by high-volume production and higher standards in areas such as product quality 
and consistency, hygiene and food safety.  As part of the company’s strategy and 
commitment to achieve higher standards, and with the support of SEAF, the company 
successfully obtained ISO certification in 2005 and HAACP certification in 2010.    

Impact on Local Stakeholders: COMPETITORS 
SEAF’s portfolio companies are often pioneers or first movers in their local markets, 
pursuing businesses or services not yet established in the local market, overcoming 
market barriers, or adopting international best practices or standards.  Frequently this 
results in other entrepreneurs entering the market with directly competitive products or 
services.  In this way, investing in an SME can often catalyze the development of other 
small businesses in an industry.  SEAF’s case study field research provides numerous 
testimonies describing how our investees have improved the market environment for 
the local companies competing in their sector in all the ways mentioned above.  As 
with our analysis on complementary products, these benefits are difficult to quantify 
and therefore not captured in our data survey; however, the company featured below 
demonstrates the meaningful positive impacts SMEs have on competitors.

SME HIGHLIGHT: COMPETITORS 
Pioneering New Marking Approaches and Food Safety Standards in 

China’s Snack Food Industry 
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Rcheuli Marani, Rcheuli’s first hotel – Telavi, Georgia

SEAF’s investment in BangBangWa helped the company grow rapidly, increasing employment from 48 workers 
in 2002 to 440 in 2008 and improving working conditions, quality control and efficiency. – Chengdu, China

Since taking these steps, other companies have emulated the packaging, production 
and marketing approaches of BangBangWa and have benefited from the increased 
demand BangBangWa’s success has generated.  The evolution of these industry 
practices is evidence of both BangBangWa’s popularity among consumers and the 
demonstration effect of the company’s innovations.

Key Competitor Impact Metrics:

• BangBangWa was the first company to modernize the packaging and 
marketing of beef snacks in China’s Sichuan province, proving that packaged 
meat snacks is a successful industry.

• BangBangWa’s business practices have provided a successful template for 
companies looking to break into the market and have been emulated by a 
variety of direct and indirect competitors.

Revenue Growth Performance:

• Revenue in year of investment (2003): $5.5 million
• Revenue in 2010: $32.6 million
• Average annual revenue growth rate since year of investment: 29%
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Impact on Local Stakeholders: GOVERNMENT 
As formal businesses, SMEs comply with local registration, employment, health and 
environmental regulations, as well as tax and social security laws.  As SMEs grow, 
their tax contributions to the local government typically grow rapidly, not only through 
corporate income taxes, but also through value added taxes, employee income tax 
withholdings, customs taxes and other fees.  Increased tax contributions mean more 
revenue for domestic and local governments, which can then invest in improved 
infrastructure, education and other services that directly benefit the local community, as 
well as the broader society and nation.  

In addition, SEAF has found that many of our SMEs provide their domestic governments 
with valuable goods and services needed for infrastructure development, public 
institutions, utilities, and other government projects.  Profitable SMEs generate 
income and opportunity for employees, suppliers and other stakeholders in their 
local economies, which have an invaluable impact on fostering stability in developing 
countries.  Growing SMEs have the potential to aid governments not only by boosting 
private sector employment and reducing the ranks of the unemployed, but also 
by beginning to shift some the responsibility to provide for citizens away from the 
government and towards the private sector.  Finally, along with the success of an SME, 
an entrepreneur or his or her family members frequently become more engaged in 
the local community, for example, joining local councils or the boards of schools or 
charitable organizations.

2009 SEAF SME SURVEY RESULTS

As can be seen in the table below, the tax contributions made by frontier market SMEs 
is significant, considering that in most frontier markets small, informal businesses are 
prevalent.  Moreover, the average annual growth rate in taxes paid to local governments 
in US dollar terms since the time of SEAF’s investment is robust, at 49%.Through 
the company highlight on the next page as well as our case studies presented in 
Appendices 2 and 3 we capture examples of the meaningful impacts that we are unable 
to quantify with our survey.

Impact on Government: The Average Surveyed SEAF SME

Average 
in Year of 

Investment

Average in 
Year of Exit 

or 2009

Average 
Term of 

Investment

Annual 
Growth 
Rate

Tax Payments* $267,000 $581,000 3.5 49%

*Tax payments include corporate income taxes, value added taxes, employee income tax withholdings, customs 
fees, and other taxes, minus any government sudsidies.
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SME HIGHLIGHT: GOVERNMENT 
Contributing to the Government’s Tax Base and Promoting Domestic 

Stability in Afghanistan

Company: Victor Pipe Industries
Country: Afghanistan
Business: Pipe and Tubing Manufacturer
Year of Initial Investment: 2008
Amount Invested1: $1 Million1

Type of Investment: Term Credit

Victor Pipe Industries (Victor) is Afghanistan’s only metal tubing manufacturer.  With 
SEAF’s assistance, the company has expanded rapidly, supporting the reconstruction 
and improvement of Afghanistan’s essential infrastructure.  With a state-of-the-art 
plant in Kabul, the company fabricates welded metal tubing and pipes, offering Afghan 
clients domestically manufactured products, at lower prices than the imported Pakistani 
competitor products, and growing employment opportunities for the surrounding 
community.  Victor’s products are used domestically to construct health clinics, schools, 
and commercial buildings for the government, businesses, communities, and NGOs.  
Since SEAF’s investment, Victor has experienced a notable increase in sales, with 
annual sales more than doubling between 2009 and 2010.  As a result, Victor’s tax 
payments to the government have also significantly grown.  In a nation where the 
economy is dominated by informal industries, Victor’s contribution has a meaningful 
impact on the local government, bolstering the tax base and contributing to the general 
stability of Afghanistan’s fledgling democracy.  

1 In addition to the amount invested through the end of 2009 
that is quoted here, the company received a $1.4 million 
investment from SEAF in 2010.

2 Revenue in year of investment is for two months only and thus 
is not noted.

Key Government Impact Metrics:

• 11% of revenues were paid to the 
government in the form of taxes in 2009.

• Tax payments include import customs 
duties, corporate income taxes, employee 
withholding taxes and other taxes.

Revenue Growth Performance:

• Revenue in 2009: $3.2 million2

• Revenue in 2010: $7.3 million
• Average annual revenue growth rate 

since year of investment: 126%
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Impact on Local Stakeholders: COMMUNITIES
SEAF has found that growing SMEs typically have a strongly positive impact on 
their surrounding communities.  SMEs are naturally rooted in their communities1 and 
therefore maintain strong ties to the communities in which they live and operate.  SEAF 
has found that many of the SMEs in which we invest regularly make philanthropic 
contributions to their communities through cash and in-kind donations to local charities, 
NGOs, and public organizations, and these contributions typically increase each 
year along with overall company growth.  In addition, we have found that many of the 
operations and expansion activities of our SMEs directly benefit the local communities.  
SMEs often need to improve local infrastructure for the benefit of their own operations, 
but then make a conscious decision in many cases to extend the benefits to the 
local community.  Examples among SEAF SMEs include the construction of a local 
water treatment plant made available to the entire community, provision of access 
to hydroelectricity for a rural community, upgrading of local roads, and building of a 
recreational park.

1 As small, local enterprises, SMEs are tied closely to their communities.  Moreover, 60% of SEAF’s investments are 
located in communities outside the capital in the countries in which we invest.
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Impact on Communities: The Average Surveyed SEAF SME

Average 
in Year of 

Investment

Average in 
Year of Exit 

or 2009

Average 
Term of 

Investment

Annual 
Growth 
Rate

Charitable Contributions* $1,200 $5,200 3.5 28%

  *cash and in-kind

2009 SEAF SME SURVEY RESULTS

In 2009 or year of exit, more than one-third (38%) of the surveyed SEAF SMEs made 
charitable contributions (cash and/or in-kind) to their local communities.  The table 
below demonstrates that the average contribution per company (the average among 
all surveyed companies, not just those who make contributions) is quite significant for 
companies of small and medium size, and that the growth in annual contributions over 
the life of investment is also quite significant.  Examples of contributions made include 
support provided to orphanages, HIV organizations, schools, hospitals, low-income 
families, and disabled people in the community.

Bosques Amazonicos is a sustainable forestry company that, with SEAF’s support, trades in carbon credits 
and implements reforestation and avoided deforestation programs.  Bosques makes a meaningful contribution 
to the mitigation of climate change, the preservation of biodiversity, the development of alternative incomes 
for indigenous people living in the Amazon, and poverty alleviation. – Pucallpa and Madre de Dios, Peru
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SME HIGHLIGHT: COMMUNITIES 
Encouraging Literacy in Poland’s Poorer Regions

Matras was founded in the 
1980s during Poland’s martial 
law period, when it acted as an 
underground distribution network 
for the pro-democracy Solidarity 
movement’s pamphlets, 
newspapers and officially banned 
books.  After the dissolution 
of the Communist Polish 
government, Matras became 
a federation of independent 
regional book wholesalers.  With 
SEAF’s investment in 1996, 
these regional wholesalers 
transformed into a fully formal 
corporation.  Over the course 
of SEAF’s longstanding 
partnership with Matras, the 
company has grown rapidly and 
is now Poland’s leading book 
wholesaler and second leading 
book retailer.  

1 In addition to the amount quoted above that was invested through to the end of 2009, SEAF invested $3,943,709 in 
this company in 2010, through two of SEAF’s global facilities.

Throughout its growth, Matras has maintained its connection with the communities in 
which it operates, maintaining its positive reputation garnered during pre-democracy 
times in Poland for forward thinking activism on behalf of the community.  Matras 
conducts a number of innovative social development and youth education programs, 
including literacy workshops, community outreach initiatives, book donations, and the 
operation of a foundation that supports local libraries.  Further, Matras’ growth includes 
a large number of stores in Poland’s smaller cities, thus facilitating access to books, 
encouraging literacy, and generating employment in many poorer areas of the country.

Company: Matras
Country: Poland
Business: Book Retailer
Year of Initial Investment: 1996
Amount Invested1: $1.2 Million1

Type of Investment: Equity & Term Credit
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Key Community Impact Metrics:

• Today Matras has 115 bookstores in 80 cities and towns 
across Poland, up from just 32 at time of investment.

• Matras distributes more than 72,000 book titles annually from 
over 1,500 publishers, compared with just 20,000 book titles 
and 400 publishers at time of investment.  

• In addition to its branded outlets, Matras sells and delivers 
books to approximately 1,500 independent bookstores, 
libraries and schools, compared with 1,000 at time of 
investment.

Revenue Growth Performance:

• Revenue in year of investment (1996): $1.6 million
• Revenue in 2010: $47.4 million
• Average annual growth rate since year of investment: 25%

Children’s reading group at Matras bookstore – Warsaw, Poland
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To maximize their growth, SEAF helped Hui Ji and Hua Long, two portfolio companies, 
merge and attract additional growth capital from two well-known investment funds 
focused on China (Orchid Asia and Shenzhen Venture Capital). – Chengdu, China
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1 SEAF has calculated 3rd party financing by calculating the difference in the debt and paid-in capital balance sheet 
line items from the time SEAF invested to end of 2010, adjusting to remove any financing provided by SEAF.  While 
this methodology does not capture financing received and paid off within the period, and in fact includes equity 
injections that may be made by the existing local partners, it is a strong proxy calculation that reflects overall trends.  
Note that this data represents all third-party financing received over the period and does not consider attribution 
(i.e., no assessment of the role or the extent of the role of the financing SEAF provided).  Due to data availability, 
the figure includes 65 active companies and no exited companies.

Impact on Local Stakeholders: FINANCIERS
In most frontier markets, commercial banks have a limited universe of larger, 
transparent and prominent local or multinational companies to which they believe they 
can lend without sacrificing their shareholder mandate to maximize profit and minimize 
risk.  Commercial banks must also comply with central bank regulations and capital 
requirements that likewise emphasize risk management and make it costly for them 
to lend to SMEs that are viewed as higher risk and require disproportionate capital 
reserves.  The rest of the financial ecosystem on which SMEs rely in more developed 
markets—venture capital funds, equity funds, factoring, leasing and other sources 
of short to medium to long-term risk capital finance—is frequently missing in frontier 
markets as well.  It is this limited range of financing available to SMEs that we believe 
explains “the missing middle” of the business spectrum in low income countries.

However, if an SME can access the risk capital and business support necessary to 
jumpstart its growth and development, that company becomes more attractive to other 
potential lenders and investors.  In addition to fostering revenue growth and increased 
profitability, such investment creates a virtuous cycle in which the improved corporate 
structures and more reliable and regular financial reporting that its new risk capital 
investors demand will in turn enable the development and success of local sources of 
finance, as well as attracting other international sources of capital.

2009 SEAF SME SURVEY RESULTS

In SEAF’s experience, there have been many instances in which the financing that 
SEAF has provided has been critical in helping the company obtain other equity or debt 
investments.  To demonstrate this impact, we have tracked the level of additional, third-
party financing that companies have received since the time of our investments.  On 
average, for every dollar invested by SEAF, $1.94 was invested by others, including 
both debt and equity from a range of financial institutions, local banks and private 
individual investors.1  The example below is one among a number of cases where the 
SEAF investment has helped to attract new third-party capital to the company.



1 Initially $2.25 million invested by SEAF’s TransAndean Peru Fund, followed by investments by two other SEAF 
funds in Latin America, bringing the total investment by SEAF to $6.7 million by end of 2009.  An additional $3.2 
million was invested in 2010 by these two other funds as well. 
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SME HIGHLIGHT: FINANCIERS 
Improving an SME’s Access to Capital and Creating an Attractive 

Lending Opportunity for a Local Bank

Company: Hidroelectrica Santa Cruz
Country: Peru
Business: Construction and Operation of Small Run-of-the-River 

Hydroelectric Plants
Year of Initial Investment: 2007
Amount Invested1: $6.7 Million1

Type of Investment: Equity & Mezzanine

GCZ Ingenieros (GCZ), a Peruvian company with over 20 years of experience in the 
construction and operation of small hydro power plants, founded Hidroelectrica Santa 
Cruz (Hidroelectrica) in 2006.  The following year, SEAF’s Trans Andean-Peru Fund 
partnered with GCZ to make a capital injection in Hidroelectrica to construct the new 
company’s first plant.  Since then, SEAF’s Latam Peru Fund and Latam Growth Fund 
have also invested into Hidroelectrica.  With this financial and business assistance 
from SEAF, Hidroelectrica completed its second plant in June 2010 and is on track to 
complete two more plants by May 2012.

Hidroelectrica builds and operates small, run-of-the-river hydropower plants along the 
Santa Cruz River in Ancash, Peru.  Its plants produce hydroelectricity, harnessing the 
natural flow and elevation drop of the Santa Cruz River to temporarily divert portions of 
the water flow to generate electricity.  This technique dramatically minimizes negative 
environmental impacts as compared to more traditional hydropower plants that flood 
large tracts of land and reduce downstream river flow.  As a non-polluting renewable 
energy source, in 2010 Hidroelectrica successfully registered carbon emission reduction 
credits with the Chicago Climate Exchange.  In addition, the company won an auction 
from the Peruvian government for its four plants, whereby the government ensures a 
competitive and fixed tariff on the sales of the plants’ energy outputs for the next 20 
years.  The attractive prices, together with the risk reduction on future cash flows, have 
resulted in a large appreciation in the company’s value.  

Hidroelectrica also has a positive impact on the rural mountain communities along the 
Santa Cruz River.  The company provides these communities with free electricity and 
sources the majority of its workforce from local communities during both construction 
and operations.  In addition Hidroelectrica secures approval from all the surrounding 
communities before it constructs a hydroelectric plant, ensuring a positive and 
synergistic relationship.
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As a start-up company, the promoters thought that they would not be able to obtain 
credit and would need to fund 100% of the company with equity.  With the investment 
by a SEAF-managed fund and the controls and improvements that the investment 
brought to the company, a local bank (BBVA) was willing to finance 35% of the first 
plant.  When the global financial crisis hit in 2008, it became more difficult to finance 
the second plant, but with patience and a bridge mezzanine loan from another SEAF-
managed fund, the company was able to expand.  With its operating and financial track 
record now developing, the company asked another local bank (Interbank) for a loan 
to build its third and fourth plants.  This time it obtained a loan to finance 70% of the 
construction costs.  Finally, once the first two plants were fully operational, the company 
was able to refinance its debt on those facilities, increasing the loan term and lowering 
the interest rate.  In addition it received a new loan to finance a small fifth plant without 
any additional equity from the shareholders.  What this example demonstrates is the 
important catalytic role that the SEAF fund’s first equity infusion played in bringing in 
local sources of capital that allowed the company to expand far beyond what equity 
alone would have permitted.

Revenue Growth Performance:

• Revenue in year of investment (2007): $0 (start-up business)
• Revenue in 2010: $2.5 million
• Annual growth rate from 2009 to 2010: 141%

One of Hidroelectrica’s run-of-the-river dams on the Santa Cruz River – Ancash, Peru
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THE INVESTMENT MULTIPLIER AND ECONOMIC RATE OF 
RETURN

SEAF’s case studies suggest that 
every $1 invested into frontier market SMEs generates, 

on average, an additional $13 in the local economy.

Since 2004, SEAF has conducted 20 
in-depth case studies that allow us to 
assess and report on impacts beyond 
the scope of the indicators included in 
the portfolio-wide data survey.  Many of 
the non-quantifiable effects are captured 
on the preceding pages, where impact 
is presented by-stakeholder.   The 
case studies, however, also allow us to 
conduct an overall quantitative analysis 
similar to how the financial performance 
of an investment is assessed.  The 
detailed information collected from site 
visits and interviews is quantified in 
dollar terms and incorporated into a cash 
flow model of the company that is used 
to calculate two impact measures:  an 
Investment Multiplier and an Economic 
Rate of Return (ERR).1

Over the past two years, SEAF 
has conducted case studies on two 
companies in Vietnam, a country not 
covered in previous case studies.  Added 
to our library of 18 prior cases, we are 
able to broaden our results and derive 
updated numbers for our Investment 
Multiplier and ERR.

1 For a more detailed technical explanation of the 
quantitative model used in the case studies, please 
refer to our 2007 development impact report: “From 
Poverty to Prosperity: Understanding the Impact of 
Investing in Small and Medium Enterprises,” available 
on our website, www.seaf.com.  The 2007 report 
includes an annex and discusses the specific discount 
rates SEAF uses in our analysis.  

Employee at SEAF portfolio company Hoa Binh 
Corporation – Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam.
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The Investment Multiplier by Stakeholder

Incremental Return to Owners & Financiers  $5.2

Impact on National Governments  $3.2 

Impact on Customers  $1.6 

Impact on Suppliers  $1.4 

Impact on Employees  $1.0 

Impact on Other Stakeholders  $0.6 

Total Net Returns  $13.0 

Plus Investment Recovery  $1.0 

Gross Returns  $14.0 

By adding the social impacts 
to the cash flow model for the 
company in each case study, 
we are able to calculate the 
multiplier effect of investment 
for each company.  To calculate 
a Net Economic Benefit/
Cost ratio, we consider the 
value of financial and social 
cash flows and the value of 
the total amount invested 
into the company.  This figure 
includes returns to financiers 
(the owners, SEAF, and other 
financiers) and the impacts on 
other stakeholders, and is net 
of the amount invested.  For the 
20 cases conducted to date, 
every dollar invested into frontier 
market SMEs has generated, 
on average, an additional $13 
dollars in the local economy.1

Economic Rate of Return: 83%

The cash flow model also allows us to calculate an Economic Rate of Return (ERR), 
combining the financial rate of return (FRR), which is the average annual percent return 
to all investors, with quantifiable returns to society at large.  For the 20 case studies, the 
average financial rate of return is 23% and the average ERR is 83%.

For a summary of SEAF’s two recent case studies from the SEAF Blue Waters Growth 
Fund in Vietnam, please refer to Appendix 2, Case Study Summary: VIFAH, Appendix 
3, Case Study Summary: Hoa Binh Corporation, and SEAF’s 2007 development impact 
report available online (www.seaf.com) for past case studies.

Investment Multiplier: $1 generates $13

1 $13 is calculated at a 0% cost of capital (i.e., discount rate).  With a 10% discount rate, the figure is $6.  Use of 
various discount rates (a valuation methodology used in finance) allows investment managers to consider potential 
impact results in line with how they assess expected financial performance.  
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IMPACT PERFORMANCE SINCE OUR 
PREVIOUS REPORTS
Compared to our previous development impact reports – issued in 2004 and 2007 – our 
new impact analysis presented in this report has somewhat greater breadth and depth.  
At the same time, our results are quite consistent with that of our previous reports.  With 
a greater number of companies in our data survey and case study pools, and now with 
the benchmarking of our data against macroeconomic indicators, we believe that the 
case for SME risk capital investment coupled with business partnering as an effective 
tool for achieving economic growth and development in frontier markets is that much 
stronger.

Data Survey Pool

Number of Companies in the SEAF Data Survey Pool

2007 Report 2009 Report
Active Companies 37 (10 countries) 60 (12 countries)

Exited/Inactive Companies 3 (2 countries) 17 (6 countries)

Total 40 (10 countries) 77 (14 countries)

SEAF has increased 
the number of 
companies in our 
data survey pool 
from 40 in the 2007 
report to 77 in this 
report, a result of 
our establishment 
of new funds as 
well as success 
in obtaining data for some companies that were previously unavailable.  Each year as 
investments matriculate and as we continue to expand the pool of companies in our 
survey, we further enhance the credibility of our data.

Qaderdan provides Afghan police posts with solar and wind energy systems, bolstering 
security and increasing Afghan energy efficiency and independence. – Kabul, Afghanistan
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Data Survey Results

Like most businesses around the world, our portfolio companies faced challenges in 
2009 due to the global financial crisis, resulting in slowed growth and in some cases 
sharp contractions.  For this reason, our 2009 year-on-year growth data for a number 
of our development impact indicators are slightly down from previous years (but still 
positive from a growth perspective).  Furthermore our long-term growth data – that is, 
the average annual growth rates over the life of an investment – has not been greatly 
affected.  While there is a slight drop in average annual growth rates for the term of 
the average SEAF investment, the figures remain robust, demonstrating the long-term 
impact of SME risk capital investment.  The following tables compare both the year-on-
year growth rates and long-term investment lifetime growth rates for this report and our 
2007 report.

Company Revenue Growth vs. GDP on a Year-by-Year Basis

2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009
Average SEAF 
Company Revenue 
Growth

24% 38% 12% 24% 17% 20% 20% 16% 11%

Average GDP Growth* 8% 9% 9% 12% 13% 15% 17% 15% 6%
Spread 16% 29% 3% 12% 4% 5% 3% 1% 5%

* For countries in which SEAF invests, weighted by number of companies in each country.

Company Employment Growth vs. National Employment Growth
 on a Year-by-Year Basis

Average employment 
growth 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009
SEAF companies 55% 41% 25% 23% 24% 20% 18% 12% 9%
Countries where SEAF 
invests* -2% -4% 0% 0% 1% 3% 2% 2% -1%

* Weighted by number of companies in each country.

Average Annual Growth Rates over Life of Investment

2007 Report 2009 Report
Revenue Growth Local Currency NA 33%
Revenue Growth USD NA 27%
Employment growth 26% 25%
Average wage growth USD 25% 19%
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Case Study Results

With the addition of two new companies to our set of in-depth case studies for a total of 
20 case studies to date, our average quantitative results are slightly improved.  Despite 
the financial crisis, the financial returns and quantified development returns for the 
two new cases are stronger than the average of our previous cases, thus resulting 
in new, slightly higher averages.  We also attribute some of the improvement in the 
development returns to our greater experience and effectiveness at capturing the 
development impacts through our field assessments and analysis.  

Case Study Data Comparison

2007 Report
(18 cumulative 

cases)

2009 Report
(20 cumulative 

cases)
Number of cumulative SEAF case studies 18 20
Average dollars generated per dollar invested $12 $13
Average Economic Rate of Return (ERR) 66% 83%
Average Financial Rate of Return (FRR) 21% 23%

Danco provides high quality sporting equipment and 
promotes urban people to play sports. – Hanoi, Vietnam
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CONCLUSIONS AND THE FUTURE OF SME 
INVESTING IN FRONTIER MARKETS

SEAF’s two decades of SME investment experience in frontier and emerging markets 
has demonstrated that direct investment of risk capital in SMEs, coupled with effective 
business support, accelerates sustainable economic development and poverty 
alleviation.  Such investment catalyzes entrepreneurship and multiplies socioeconomic 
growth in local communities and markets.  When such investments are made and 
nurtured effectively and sustainably, they produce profitable, thriving and competitive 
enterprises, leading to significant returns for our investors and socioeconomic impacts 
and opportunities for the local society as a whole.  This conclusion is supported by the 
impact data presented in this report, including annual revenue growth of 33% (27% in 
USD terms) and annual employment growth of 25% over the life of the average SEAF 
investment, which outperform average macroeconomic indicators, and the numerous 
other statistics and case examples of impact these investments achieve.

Generally underrepresented in low-income countries, the SME sector has the 
potential to play a much larger role in facilitating economic development in frontier and 
emerging markets, as it currently does in developed countries.  We believe that the 
provision of targeted, growth-oriented risk capital and business support to SMEs can 
most effectively address this “missing middle.”  We believe our understanding of this 
space and the participation of a growing coalition of impact investors will permit us to 
collectively scale this impact.   

In 2010, SEAF made more than 30 investments for a total of $44 million, despite the fact 
that one-third of our investment staff members were managing funds in the exit phase 
during which no new investments were permitted.  Based on our tested operational 
model and building on our global networks and oversight, we have an unprecedented 
opportunity to scale up our investment activities.  Concretely, we are confident that, with 
our model, network, and committed like-minded investment partners, we could scale up 
our operations to reach over $100 million in SME risk capital investments each year.  

As an organization, we are delighted at the attention and expansion that both the 
frontier market SME sector and the impact investment industry as a whole have seen in 
recent years.  We have been privileged to witness the ability of SME finance to unleash 
the potential of promising entrepreneurs and their employees.  They have demonstrated 
the power of sustainable growth to create real impact on people’s lives—not just for 
the entrepreneurs and their employees, but also, as we have seen, for their suppliers, 
competitors, customers, financiers, communities and economies in general.  

We hope that this report provides valuable insights for investors, policymakers, and 
practitioners of economic development and for all of us who wish to scale up the 
powerful and positive impact we have described herein.  

Please send us any questions or comments via our website, at www.seaf.com.
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APPENDIX 1:

SEAF’S DEVELOPMENT IMPACT 
ASSESSMENT METHODOLOGY

The Stakeholder Impact Assessment Approach 

SMEs

Employees

Community

Financiers

Complementary 
Businesses

Customers

Suppliers

Government

Competitors

Since our first report in 2004, we 
have been exploring the impact 
of our investments in SMEs on a 
variety of individual stakeholders 
in the local community.  SMEs 
are, for the most part, inextricably 
linked to their communities, 
and those impacted by their 
operations extend well beyond 
financiers, owners and employees, 
to suppliers, competitors, local 
governments and the local 
population, among others.

Over the years, we have 
developed two models for 
assessing this impact, one through 
targeted in-depth investee case 
studies that combine a qualitative 
and quantitative assessment, 
and the other through an annual 
portfolio-wide data/indicator 
survey.  The stakeholder approach 
is the fundamental basis for both of 
these impact assessment tools.    

Annual Portfolio-Wide Development Impact Data Survey

Since 2005, SEAF has collected annual quantitative development impact data from 
each of our companies across our frontier markets portfolio.  Using standardized data 
forms, we track a range of annual metrics, beginning with the year prior to investment, 
to assess the cumulative impact of our partnerships over the life of the investment.  In 
line with the stakeholder approach, we collect data on employment, wages, benefits, 
training, suppliers, customers, taxes, community development, formalization and 
corporate governance.  

The Stakeholder Framework
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Key to SEAF’s establishment of this monitoring tool has been the careful and ongoing 
process of crafting an ideal set of survey questions and interpreting the data to ensure 
collection feasibility, data reliability, and statistical significance.  Over the years, we have 
developed well-defined survey questions and have invested time and resources to train 
our local teams on how to collect consistent and reliable data.  We are also fortunate in 
that we have made more than 330 investments in promising SMEs and maintain long-
term partnerships with the entrepreneurs and their companies as well as significant 
involvement in the ongoing strategy and operations of the companies.

Select In-Depth Case Studies

While the data survey allows us to capture trends across a broad portfolio, we also 
conduct in-depth case studies on individual SMEs to capture the deeper impacts that 
take place on a company-by-company basis.  Beginning with our 2004 report, we have 
been building on this method, conducting case studies on new portfolio companies as 
we progress in new markets.  

In conducting these studies we use the stakeholder assessment methodology, 
performing site visits to interview a range of associated stakeholders - including owners, 
managers, suppliers, competitors, employees and consumers.  Through personal 
accounts, these conversations reveal valuable examples of the socioeconomic impact 
of SME investing.  We then combine information with sector research, macroeconomic 
research, and discussions with local staff to qualify and quantify the impact of our 
investments beyond the more obvious socioeconomic indicators.  

The resulting quantitative analysis allows us, our investment partners and other industry 
practitioners to understand development impacts and compare them to what they 
intuitively expect and against the purely financial performance of investments.  Using 
the information collected through site visits and research, we quantify social impacts 
into dollar terms and incorporate them into a cash flow model of the company, based 
on a model developed at the World Bank’s International Finance Corporation (IFC) by 
Frank Lysy.1  From this, we calculate two overall quantitative impact measures:  the 
Investment Multiplier and the Economic Rate of Return (ERR).2

1 See “Assessing Development Impact,” Frank Lysy, International Finance Corporation, 1999.
2 For a more detailed explanation of these terms, please refer to the “Investment Multiplier & Economic Rate of 
Return” section of this report on page 39.  For a full technical explanation of the quantitative model used in the case 
studies, please refer to our 2007 development impact report: “From Poverty to Prosperity: Understanding the Impact 
of Investing in Small and Medium Enterprises,” available on our website, www.seaf.com.
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The 2009 Development Impact Data Survey Pool

Pool of Companies Included in SEAF Development Impact Survey

Country Portfolio Companies Average Number of 
Years InvestedActive Exited Total

Bulgaria 4 1 5 5.1
Croatia 4 3 7 6.6
Romania 0 7 7 3.6
Peru 8 0 8 2.8
Colombia 5 0 5 1.5
Serbia 4 0 4 1.7
Macedonia 2 2 4 6.0
Afghanistan 6 0 6 0.8
Uzbekistan 4 0 4 5.2
Kazakhstan 3 0 3 3.6
Kyrgyzstan 0 1 1 3.4
China 6 3 9 4.5
Georgia 10 0 10 1.1
Vietnam 4 0 4 0.8
Total 60 17 77 Average 3.3

The development impact performance metrics presented in this report are based on our 
2009 data survey (that is, a collection of annual data through 2009).  This latest survey 
includes 77 SEAF portfolio companies (60 active and 17 exited) spanning 14 countries.   
For companies in which we have already exited our investment, data is collected up to 
year of exit rather than up to 2009 (though in some cases prior to year of exit due to 
inability to collect figures needed after exit).  

While our survey covers 77 companies, the pool of companies included in the analysis 
for a given development impact indicator ranges from 41 to 77 companies, depending 
on the availability of data for companies for the specific indicator.

The pool of companies included in our revenue data analysis, however, includes 192 
companies, as we have financial data on our greater portfolio.  

As of the end of 2009, we had invested in a total of 284 companies.  Both the 
development impact data survey pool and the pool of companies included in the 
revenue analysis represent less than the cumulative number of SMEs in which we 
have invested because of the inability to obtain data for some of our earlier funds and 
investments that have already been exited.
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Data Survey: Analysis & Calculation Methodology

For Growth Impact Analysis: 

For each SME and a given indicator (for example, number of employees), our analysis 
consists of a comparison of the value in year of investment (sometimes year prior to 
investment or after investment, depending when investment was made and depending 
on data availability) with the value in year 2009 (for active companies) or year of exit 
(for companies in which SEAF has already exited its investment).   For each SME, we 
calculate the average annual growth rate over the period, calculated as a “compound 
annual growth rate” (CAGR), which denotes the technical method of calculation for the 
average annual growth rate.   Then, for the full set of companies, we average the base 
year figures, the final year figures (2009 or year of exit), and the CAGRs.  This allows 
us to present a “before and after” profile of the average surveyed SEAF SME and the 
average annual growth rate achieved.

While the pool of companies in the development impact data survey is 77, four of the 
investments for which 2009 is the base year are excluded from the growth impact 
analysis.  Thus the full pool of companies for growth analysis is 73 companies.  While 
the typical life of an investment for SEAF is 5 years, the average period of SEAF’s 
investment thus far for the 73 surveyed companies (most of which are still active) is 
3.4 years, suggesting greater growth and impact can be expected as the investments 
mature. Throughout our report, when providing growth data (given that the pool of 
surveyed companies for a given indicator is sometimes less than the 73 companies due 
to data availability), we provide the average term of investment for the exact pool of 
companies for the given indicator.

For snapshot analysis:

In some cases in the report, we present snapshot data without comparison to year of 
investment.  In such cases, figures are based on year 2009 for active companies and 
year of exit for exited companies.  For these snapshot figures (i.e., without a historical 
comparison) we include the four companies for which the SEAF investment was 
made in 2009.  Thus the full pool of companies for snapshot analysis without year of 
investment comparison is 77, though sometimes less due to unavailable data for certain 
companies for certain indicators.  

Note on Macroeconomic Benchmarking Data (pages 1 and 6-8)

Comparison of average annual local currency SEAF SME revenue growth with 
average annual local currency GDP Growth (18% vs. 33%):

This comparison covers a range of macroeconomic growth cycles and country-specific 
trends over our 21 years of operations.  However, the calculation is designed to 
demonstrate, regardless of the macroeconomic situation, the extent to which promising 
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SMEs in frontier markets, supported by our growth capital and partnership, outperform 
their corresponding domestic GDP growth over the lifetime of the investment.

The figures presented are CAGRs, meaning an average growth rate for the investment 
period.  The calculation is based on 192 active and inactive SEAF portfolio companies, 
covering 19 countries.  The average investment holding period for the pool is 4.2 years, 
with varying investment periods over a range of 1992 - 2009.  

For each company, we calculated three figures in nominal local currency terms: (1) an 
average annual growth rate for the term of investment (year of investment to 2009 for 
active companies, or year of investment to year of exit for exited companies), (2) the 
average annual GDP growth rate for the company’s home country for the same exact 
time period, and (3) the difference or “spread” between the two, which represents the 
company’s outperformance of GDP growth in absolute terms.   For each item, we then 
calculate an average for the entire portfolio.  This method automatically weights GDP 
growth rates by the number of companies represented in each country.

The calculations are made in nominal local currency terms for both company revenues 
and GDP.  While data in the rest of our report is presented in US dollars, local currency 
is more appropriate comparability without exchange rate effect (relative growth 
performance is significantly skewed as a result of exchange rate fluctuations).  

The source for GDP growth rates is the World Bank, World Development Indicators.  
Growth rates for each country were calculated from the IMF’s GDP figures in national 
currency, current prices.

Comparison of average annual SEAF SME employment growth with average 
annual national employment growth (25% vs. 1%):

This calculation follows the same methodology as that described above, however, the 
pool of companies is based on our data survey and includes 68 companies (not the 
full 77 due to lack of data for 3 companies and lack of national employment data for 
Afghanistan).

National employment growth rates for each country for 2001-2008 are calculated using 
International Labor Organization (ILO) data on the number of people employed in each 
country.  2009 growth rates, due to lack of data, are estimates derived from the 2008 
labor force size from ILO and employment as a percentage of the labor force for 2009 
from the International Monetary fund (IMF), simply assuming (for lack of available data) 
no change in the labor force size from 2008.

Year-on-Year Macro-Benchmarking Tables:

For each company, we calculated three figures: (1) an average annual growth rate 
for the given year, (2) the average annual macroeconomic indicator growth rate for 
the company’s home country for the same exact time period, and (3) the difference 
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or “spread” between the two, which represents the company’s outperformance of 
the domestic macroeconomic indicator in absolute terms.   For each item, we then 
calculate an average for the entire portfolio.  This method automatically weights the 
macroeconomic indicator growth rates by the number of companies represented in each 
country.  In the case of revenues and GDP, as above, calculations are made in nominal 
local currency terms.

Graphs of Cumulative Macro-Benchmarking Data:

These graphs represent the cumulative growth rates achieved for 2001-2009 using the 
data presented in the year-on-year charts described above.  We assume a 0% baseline 
for year 2000, and apply the annual growth rates to present progressive growth through 
to the end of 2009.
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 Assistance FundsFUND: Blue Waters Growth Fund

COUNTRY: Vietnam 

BUSINESS

Sources, exports and distributes outdoor wooden furniture, 
wood flooring, and furniture hardware.

SEAF INVESTMENT

Amount:  $1.5 million
Structure:  Revenue participation loan
Date:  March & June 2008
Purpose:  Working capital to finance expansion

EXPECTED FINANCIAL IMPACTS*

• 29% average revenue growth per year (actual/expected 
2007-2013). Actual revenue growth of 45% in 2008, 15% in 
2009 (deceleration due to the financial crisis), and 21% in 
2010 with further improvement expected.

• 36% average net income growth per year (2007-2013)
• Increased production efficiency, better information 

management, improved financial planning and shift 
from family management to larger, more professional 
management team. 

EXPECTED ECONOMIC/DEVELOPMENT IMPACTS

• Exported 97% of sales in 2009 and outsources all 
production to other smaller local firms, thus linking local 
suppliers and subcontractors to otherwise inaccessible 
foreign markets.

• 27% average annual growth in non-salary operating 
expenditures projected over next 5 years, all of which 
translates into new business for local suppliers.

• An estimated 1,800 jobs at 35 suppliers and subcontractors 
are supported by VIFAH.  

• 67% of workers employed in 2009 are unskilled or semi-
skilled, reducing unemployment and alleviating poverty in 
local communities.

• Contributes to Vietnam’s international competitiveness and 
foreign reserves through exports.

Company Statistics (Year 2009)

Revenues:  $5,441,464
Gross Margin:  46%
Number of Employees:  92
% Employees Unskilled/Semiskilled: 67%
Number of Domestic Suppliers 52
% of Inputs from Domestic Suppliers: 100%

Projected Economic Impact Modeling Results †‡

Economic Rate of Return: 233%
Economic Net Benefit/Cost Ratio (0% discount): 17.16

Each dollar invested in VIFAH is projected to return $17.16 
in benefits to the broader community of stakeholders

*  Because the VIFAH and HBC investments were made shortly before preparing the case studies, a larger portion of the models are based on projections as compared 
to other SEAF case studies.

† The ERR represents the financial rate of return (FRR) to the company (debt and equity) plus impacts on other stakeholders.  The Economic Net Benefit/Cost ratio 
represents the estimated net dollar amount generated in the economy for every dollar invested. For more information on SEAF’s quantitative case study methodology, 
please see The Investment Multiplier and Economic Rate of Return on page 39.

‡ VIFAH model prepared in early 2009 based on 2008 financial statements and case analysis.

Furniture manufacturing workers at Phu Tai Thang Loi Enterprise, one of 
VIFAHs suppliers

• Provides guidance, quality control, and training, as well as support in obtaining trade credit, to local suppliers.
• Works with Forestry Stewardship Council (FSC) certified suppliers who sustainably harvest wood for VIFAH’s furniture 

production.

APPENDIX 2:

CASE STUDY SUMMARY: VIFAH
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Company Statistics (Year 2009)

Revenues:  $16,996,521
Gross Margin:  26%
Net Margin:  9%
Number of Employees:  131
% Employees Unskilled/Semiskilled: 5%
Number of Domestic Suppliers 86
% of Inputs from Domestic Suppliers: 

• Costs of Goods Sold (COGS): 20%
• Operating Expenditures: 99%
• Capital Expenditures: 100%

Projected Economic Impact Modeling Results †‡

Economic Rate of Return: 235%
Economic Net Benefit/Cost Ratio (0% discount): 20.62

Each dollar invested in HBC is projected to return $20.62 
in benefits to the broader community of stakeholders

FUND: Blue Waters Growth Fund

COUNTRY: Vietnam 

BUSINESS

Agricultural and Power Machinery Assembly and Distribution:
HBC imports and in some cases assembles mechanized equipment 
such as generators and hand-help motorized agricultural products, 
and also owns and operates several dealerships that sell Japanese-
made Kubota rice harvesters to farmers.

SEAF INVESTMENT

Amount:  $1,685,583
Structure:  Convertible redeemable bond
Date:  July 2009
Purpose:  Expansion capital to build a power product assembly 

facility and to establish a combined harvester dealership.

EXPECTED FINANCIAL IMPACTS*

• Expected 25% average revenue growth per year (actual/expected 
2007-2013).  Actual revenue growth of 61% in 2008, -11% in 2009 
(contraction due to the financial crisis), and significant growth in 
2010 of 109%.

• Expected 26% average net income growth per year (2007-2013)

ECONOMIC/DEVELOPMENT IMPACTS

Increased productivity for rice farmers
• 60% of the Vietnamese population works in agriculture, and 

less than 20% of agriculture in Vietnam is mechanized; quality 
harvesters improve farmer productivity in this critical sector.

• HBC’s harvesters enable farmers to cut costs by approximately 
30% and reduce harvest losses by approximately 50%.

• Increased efficiency allows farmers and their families to reallocate time to other activities, diversifying their income generating 
activities and making it economically feasible to put their children through school.

• Farmers who buy an HBC harvester often provide harvesting services to other farms, creating new sources of income and 
improving productivity for other households.

• HBC also assembles and customizes other agricultural equipment (motorized tillers, seed injection equipment, etc.) that 
improves farmer productivity.

Well-priced, quality generators for customers
• Electric generators and engines provide families and small businesses with dependable sources of electricity.
• HBC’S domestically assembled products are higher quality than many imports, but more reasonably priced than already 

assembled Japanese imports, offering an attractive option to customers.  
• HBC’s generators and other power machines are more energy efficient than the lower quality and unbranded products prevalent 

in the market.
Employee impacts:
• To obtain/retain qualified staff, HBC pays employees approximately 10-20% more than the industry.
• Employees receive significant training, both internally and through technical programs that improve their overall skill base.
• All employees receive bonuses and are provided with clear parameters for bonus incentives.
• More than 60% of employees have ownership percentages in the company, incentivizing hard work and sharing company profits.

 Assistance Funds

APPENDIX 3:

CASE STUDY SUMMARY: HOA BINH CORPORATION

‡  HBC model prepared in 2010 based on 2009 financial statements and case analysis.
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APPENDIX 4:

THE MISSING MIDDLE AND FINANCING 
FOR SMEs

SMEs comprise a significantly larger portion of GDP and employment in developed 
economies than they do in developing economies.  A World Bank study, as 
demonstrated in the figure below, reports that while SMEs comprise 51% of GDP in 
high-income countries, they comprise only 16% in low-income countries. It also reports 
that SMEs constitute 57% of employment in high-income countries as compared to 18% 
in low-income countries. 
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1Contribution percents are median values for income group Source: Ayyagari, Beck and Demirguc-Kunt, 
“Small and Medium Enterprises across the Globe: A New Database”, World Bank 2003; Dalberg analysis

Courtesy of the Aspen Network of Development Entreprenuers (ANDE), 2010 

Despite potential benefits, formal small business sectors 
in low income countries are much less developed

These gaps suggest (i.e., causality is not scientific) that promoting the development 
of a stronger SME sector can help propel low-income countries forward to economic 
prosperity, a concept that is at the heart of SEAF’s mission.

1 Contribution percents are median values for income group. Source: Ayyagari, Beck and Demirguc-Kunt, “Small and 
Medium Enterprises across the Globe: A New Database”, World Bank 2003; Dalberg analysis. Courtesy of the Aspen 
Network of Development Entrepreneurs (ANDE), 2010.
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1 Center for International Development at Harvard University, Entrepreneurial Finance Lab Research Initiative, “The 
Missing Middle,” http://www.hks.harvard.edu/centers/cid/programs/entrepreneurial-finance-lab-research-initiative/
the-missing-middle. 

Some studies suggests that this gap is due to differences in consumer needs and 
consumer power in developing countries versus developed countries.  Other studies 
conclude that the gap is a result of the business environment, specifically higher taxes 
and more restrictive regulations.  However, most often the gap is attributed to the lack of 
access to finance.1   

Despite the significant potential of SMEs to create economic opportunity and wealth 
in their local communities and at the same time generate financial returns, they 
remain acutely underinvested in emerging and frontier markets. While support for 
small businesses is a relatively well-established aspect of most developed countries’ 
financial systems, entrepreneurs seeking funding in emerging and frontier markets are 
regarded by most local commercial banks as having too little collateral and being too 
risky for traditional loans.  Further these companies need long-term risk capital in order 
to grow, not only short-term loans . This gap in financing stymies the growth of SMEs 
in need of expansion capital and prevents many capable entrepreneurs from launching 
businesses. With the risk capital funds SEAF manages throughout emerging and 
frontier markets, SEAF works to address this financing gap.
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APPENDIX 5:

SMES IN THE FINANCIAL CRISIS
Businesses of all stages and sizes have struggled during the extended economic and 
financial crisis, suffering from a shock in demand for their products and services, as 
well as decreased liquidity and even less risk capital financing.  As SMEs typically 
face greater difficulty in accessing capital under the best of circumstances, a global 
contraction in financing could be expected to present significant challenges to these 
small businesses.

At the same time, however, SMEs have been looked at to facilitate economic recovery.  
SMEs are typically well positioned to react rapidly to opportunities in an otherwise 
uncertain market.  Recognizing this, governments and policymakers around the world 
are moving to shape business environments to support SMEs, including changes to tax 
policies and other regulations.1  

As helpful as such policies can be, the delivery of risk capital on a timely basis to SMEs 
that are ready to grow and are willing to subject themselves to accountability and 
transparency will make a far greater short-term difference, and ultimately prepare the 
ground for more effective policy changes as well.  

Enduring the Financial Crisis – SEAF and Our Portfolio Companies

With more than twenty years of direct SME financing experience, SEAF is well 
positioned to provide SMEs with the assistance they need to succeed in the face of 
difficult financial conditions.  In 2010, not only did we continue to make a record number 
of new investments in SMEs across a range of industries and geographies, we also 
worked with our existing portfolio companies to help them weather the downturn and 
take advantage of the opportunities that did exist.  

Through the crisis and its aftermath, SEAF’s local investment officers and global 
management team members have worked with our portfolio companies to manage their 
operations as effectively as possible in response to the economic downturn, including 
attentively reviewing accounts receivable, reducing inventories, and securing less 
expensive inputs.  

In addition, anticipating the impending contraction in available capital for small 
businesses in frontier markets, the Overseas Private Investment Corporation (OPIC) 
and the Calvert Group partnered with SEAF in the early days of the crisis to launch two 
global facilities designed to invest in promising SMEs throughout the developing world.  

1 Fredrik Erixon, “Powerhouses of Recovery: Small and Medium Enterprises During and After the Financial and 
Economic Crisis,” Centre for European Studies (October 2009).
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Learning from the early successes of these global facilities, SEAF is now working to 
introduce a Permanent Capital Vehicle (PCV).  The PCV will serve as a fundamental 
building block for scaling up frontier market SME investment by aggregating, 
accelerating, and providing liquidity for SME investments (i.e., acquiring stakes in SME 
funds or their investments as a means for them to exit), and by making new and follow-
on investments in frontier market SMEs.  

As a long-term player, SEAF is dedicated to ensuring that our companies weather the 
crisis and continue to bring positive development impacts to their local communities.  
While the experiences of countries and companies varied, on the whole we found that 
our SMEs endured the crisis well.  The performance results of our SMEs during the 
financial crisis are presented in Outperforming Macroeconomic Growth on page 6, 
demonstrating how our companies, in measures of revenue growth and employment 
growth, outperformed macroeconomic growth in the countries in which they operate.
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APPENDIX 6:

SMES AND IMPACT INVESTMENT
In recent years, the concept of investing for impact has taken hold.  Impact investing 
spans both developed and developing economies and is premised on the conviction 
that for-profit investing can be harnessed to create sustainable solutions to some of the 
world’s most pressing challenges.  

Since its inception, SEAF’s view has been that promoting frontier market SMEs, and 
economic development more broadly, is better achieved through commercially oriented, 
profit-driven activities in order to avoid distorting the local economies, to discourage 
corruption, and to maximize use of the limited funds governments have at their disposal.  
SEAF is now seeing an increased emphasis on this type of approach by governments 
and donor organizations.  We believe this focus, along with growing interest by private 
investors to achieve social impacts simultaneously with investment, is driving growth in 
the impact investing sector.

Donors and socially responsible investors in this space are also interested in greater 
accountability—as it relates to the use and impact of their investments. At the same 
time, they believe that such impact could and should be achieved while still generating a 
positive financial return, given the scarcity of resources.  

Because SEAF is focused on promoting the sustainable growth of SMEs in countries 
where poverty is prevalent, where the market is underdeveloped, and where SMEs 
are largely underserved and underrepresented, we believe that our social impact is 
best measured quantitatively through the overall economic growth of a community.  As 
this report demonstrates, risk capital investments made in frontier market SMEs have 
a multi-channeled and positive impact on the local economy through job creation, 
improved employee wages and benefits, increased business for local suppliers, greater 
local government tax contributions, and a host of other stakeholder impacts.  

With the advent of multiple new partners and players in the impact investing space, and 
the introduction of several coordinated initiatives to standardize development impact 
tracking, efforts are quickly coming together to unite a historically fragmented sector and 
to establish basic benchmarks governing the readiness of an actor to be engaged in this 
sector.  SME investing is an integral segment of impact investing and SEAF is proud 
to be an active participant in, and contributor to, the groundbreaking initiatives in this 
space.
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➤➤ Uniting the Emerging Market Entrepreneurship Space

Launched in 2009, the Aspen Network of Development Entrepreneurs 
(ANDE) has been working with its members to promote small and growing 
businesses in emerging markets through greater collaboration, financing and 
visibility.  ANDE has built a network of organizations in the small business 
investing community that, collectively, are increasing the scale and impact 
of their efforts and unleashing greater resources to support and grow 
these businesses in emerging markets.  As a founding member of ANDE’s 
global network of organizations, SEAF has taken a leadership role in the 
organization since its commencement.

➤➤ A Standard System for Tracking Development Impact 

Since SEAF launched our development impact tracking and reporting effort 
in 2004, the industry has witnessed a growing movement to standardize 
how practitioners assess investment impact and to develop commonalities 
in tracking approaches.  Among the most recent and extensive initiatives is 
the Impact Reporting and Investment Standards (IRIS) taxonomy.  IRIS is a 
standardized system for tracking and measuring the impacts of investments 
that is now housed within the Global Impact Investing Network (GIIN).  The 
taxonomy provides industry practitioners with a common language for 
reporting and comparing results on the social, environmental and financial 
performance of their investments.  SEAF has been instrumental in supporting 
the development and adoption of IRIS.  As a participant in the initial IRIS 
working groups and one of the pilot funds, SEAF has contributed extensively 
to the design of these metrics, drawing on our extensive experience fine-
tuning our development impact indicators and sharing insights on the 
challenges and nuances of collecting quality and consistent data.  SEAF has 
continued to collaborate with the IRIS team throughout this process and was 
selected by ANDE to be one of the first funds to contribute our development 
impact data to the IRIS data repository.

➤➤ A Common Impact Investing Rating System

In 2010, B Lab selected SEAF to participate in the pilot launch of the Global 
Impact Investing Rating System (GIIRS), powered by the B Impact Rating 
System.  As one of 13 GIIRS emerging market pioneer funds, SEAF is 
providing IRIS compatible development impact performance data from our 
Georgia Regional Development Fund (Georgia) and Blue Waters Growth 
Fund (Vietnam).  Using the GIIRS rating system, SEAF’s funds and portfolio 
companies will receive ratings on their social and environmental impact that 
we can then use to benchmark our funds’ performances as they compare 
to other GIIRS rated funds and companies.  An innovative new tool, GIIRS 
provides industry investors the ability to evaluate investment opportunities 
and fund managers by more than just financial performance.
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SEAF recognizes the value of transparency, comparability and public access.  In fact, 
these are the principles on which we have built SEAF from the beginning.  Since 2004, 
we have worked to share our successes and impact through our development impact 
analysis and reporting.  We are excited to be working closely with the companies and 
organizations interested in making efficient and sustainable positive impacts in the SME 
and impact investing space. 

➤➤ Impact Investing Database

In 2010, SEAF became among the first investment managers to list funds 
on ImpactBase, GIIN’s catalog of impact investment funds that is searchable 
via an online platform.  ImpactBase provides a valuable link between impact 
investors and fund managers, connecting fund sources directly with mission-
aligned practitioners in the space.  We currently lists 7 of our funds on the 
database and plans to expand our submissions in 2011.

➤➤ Indexing the Impact Investors

Complementing the exciting initiatives outlined above, the Calvert Foundation, 
the Cordes Foundation, Giving Assets and the Rockefeller Foundation have 
joined efforts to create the ImpactAssets Global 50, an index of experienced 
private debt and equity impact investment fund managers that will serve as a 
gateway into the sector for current and potential investors.
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